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2. INTRODUCTION

We always overestimate the change that will occur in the next two years and underestimate the change that will occur in the next ten. Don’t let yourself be lulled into inaction. (Bill Gates)

In recent years, we have been witnessing a fundamental shift in the form how news and current affairs are disseminated and mediated. Due to the exponential increase in available content online and technological development in the field of recommendation systems, more and more citizens are informing themselves through customized and curated sources, while turning away from mass-mediated information sources like TV news and newspapers. Algorithmic recommendation systems provide news users with tools to navigate the information overload and identify important and relevant information. They do so by performing a task that was once a key part of the journalistic profession: keeping the gates. In a way, news recommendation algorithm can create highly individualized gates, through which only information and news fit that serves the user best. In theory, this is a great achievement that can make news exposure more efficient and interesting. In practice, there are many pitfalls when the power to select what we hear from the news shifts

---
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from professional editorial boards that select the news according to professional standards to opaque algorithms who are reigned by their own logic, the logic of advertisers or consumes personal preferences.

**Recommendation logics depend on the underlying business model and economic incentives**

What exactly the logic is that a news recommender follows, depends, among other things, on the reason for which the system is being implemented as well as the underlying business model. In the discourse around filter bubbles, the underlying assumption is that the news recommender prioritizes like-minded content and content that conforms to already existing preferences. It is important to realize that this recommendation logic may be true for many, but certainly not all of the currently operating news recommenders. It may be true where the business model of the entity that deploys the recommender is primarily focused on generating advertising revenues, such as in the case of certain social networks or aggregation sites. In this case, there is a strong economic incentive to maximize user engagement, as user engagement and attention directly translates into advertising revenue. A news recommender may be then optimized to show users a mix of contents that the user is most likely to click on, like or feel satisfied with. These recommendation algorithms aim to recommend items that engage users, measured in clicks. The probability to click is estimated through combining information from a number of different sources. The most important source is data collected from other users (collaborative filtering). That means that a user is recommended those items that other users with a similar profile have clicked on before. The second source of information is the content of news items a user has clicked on in the past. Using text-mining techniques other items with similar content can identified and recommended. Finally, news recommender can recommend sponsored items, thus third parties provide content and pay for placement in recommendations.

**A threat to diversity and democracy? The filter bubble argument**

The logic of the algorithms to prioritize content liked by similar users or content that resembles content specific users like can have consequences for the diversity of the overall set of news that is presented to users, that is the extent to which users receive contents from different perspectives, sources, and categories. In the US this has led to concerns that diversity could be reduced to a degree in which challenging content would virtually disappear from citizens news menus. As a result news recommendation algorithms allegedly construct bubbles of like-minded content around news users, prominently dubbed filter bubbles. The term was coined by Eli Pariser, an internet activist who defines filter bubbles as “this unique, personal universe of information created just for you by this array of personalizing filters. It’s invisible and it’s becoming more and more difficult to escape.” But also in Europe, the potential negative effect of news recommenders on diversity and the public sphere has been voiced prominently. As the European High-Level Expert Group on Media diversity warned: “[I]ncreasing filtering mechanisms make it more likely for people to only get news on subjects they are interested in, and with the perspective, they identify with. ... It will also tend to create more insulated communities as isolated subsets within the overall public sphere. … Such developments undoubtedly have a potentially negative impact on democracy.” And the UK regulator OFCOM has suggested that “[t]here is a risk that recommendations are used in a manner that narrows citizens exposure to different points of view, by reinforcing their past habits or those of their friends.” (Ofcom, 2012, p. 25).

**Recommendation algorithms and their potential impact on diversity**
Following this line of reasoning, the seclusion of users in an information environment that primarily features like-minded content has often been attributed to popular and policy discussion to the news recommendation algorithms. It is important to note, however, that the tendency to prefer consonant content, information that feels like an intellectual home, has been known in communication science and psychology for decades. The resulting news menu that avoids counter-attitudinal information is conceptualized as an echo-chamber (Sunstein), in which all new information echoes what we already think. In fact, during the period of verzuiling the walls of these echo-chambers were much thicker than they are today in the Netherlands and a similar argument could be made for most European countries. Hence, it is at least questionable that algorithmic recommendation systems cause or create users preference for like-minded content. This highlights the importance of understanding the influence of pre-existing preferences and behavior for the actual recommendation. In a situation that the algorithm picks up clear signals that a user does not click on challenging or divergent information, it may seize to offer it, thereby reinforcing the attitudes of these users and limit their choice set. Research has shown that over time these attitudes can become more extreme (Stroud, 2008). Yet, if a user does have a preference for diverse content, an algorithmic recommendation set can also pick up this signal and provide balanced and diverse content (Messing & Westwood, 2014). In other words, it is not a given that algorithmic recommendations present user with ‘more of the same’, they can also do the opposite and present users with more diverse or different news, depending on the input (signals from users), the design of the algorithm itself and, ultimately, the objectives of the entity employing the algorithm. Much will depend on the importance of ‘diversity’ as a design principle for the recommender.

This is well demonstrated by the recent controversy around Facebook’s Trending Topics algorithm, and claims of bias. A closer look into the editorial guidelines and instructions for the human editors of Trending Topics revealed that considerations of media diversity were more or less absent in trending topics (meanwhile Facebook has again changed its algorithm and probably also the editorial guidelines in response to the Trending Topics criticism). Trending Topics editors were, for example, asked to get a good overview of what is trending, the Facebook Trending algorithm that notes whether topics are disproportionally often mentioned, engagement (likes, comments, and shares) and what the headlines from top news sites suggest that is trending, namely a selection of news websites that is strongly US/UK centred. Arguably, the Trending Topics algorithm thereby completely failed to reflect the diversity of the media scene in Europe, local content, etc. More generally, many recommender systems display a certain bias towards popular recommendations or recommendations that reflect individual interests and personal relevance (DeVito, 2017). To the contrary, as our interviews with newsrooms in (quality) newsmedia and public service broadcasters showed, there is a lot of experimentation currently under way to design news recommenders in a way to present users with more diverse, more in-depth content, unlock the long tail and inform better. Designing the algorithm to also display diverse information is often a central consideration in that context, particularly for public service broadcasters who have a clear legal mandate to promote diversity (Helberger, 2015).

**What exactly is the impact on diversity, and is it negative?**

A major shortcoming of the current debate is the lack of a clear conceptualization of diversity in the context of recommenders and the definition of clear benchmarks that can be used to assess whether or not there is a risk to (exposure) diversity and a healthy public sphere. Even if users do consume more and more personalized news, and even if that news is adjusted to their personal preferences, does this already constitute a problem for diversity, or as the High-Level Expert
Group would put it ‘an undoubtedly negative impact on democracy’? Under which conditions would we need to worry about such a negative impact?

1.1 Beyond filter bubbles: Concerns related to algorithmic news recommendation

While it is important to understand the potential impact of news recommenders on diversity and the role of diversity as a value in recommender design, it is also important to be aware that the potential effects of recommenders on diversity are only a first step in understanding the broader implications of the shift from mass-to personalized communication. For a meaningful policy debate, however, it is critical to untangle these different implications. The filter bubble rhetoric is a powerful one, and one easy to convey, not at least because of the compelling imaginary that it uses. It should not, however, divert the attention of regulators and policymakers from more structural challenges that may require their attention. Although it would go far beyond the scope of this report to list and explain those potential challenges exhaustively, we would like to point in passing at least to four of what we think may be equally or even more pressing issues behind algorithmic news recommendations:

a) algorithmic news recommendation can lead to increased polarization of the society,

b) algorithmic news recommendation can lead to a fragmentation of the public sphere,

c) algorithmic news filtering leads to new divides in the society;

d) algorithmic recommendations can be a means to establish and consolidate economic market power, and create new dependencies.

a) Polarization

Polarization was one of the first concerns put forward in relation to algorithmic news recommendation, at least in the academic debate. In a nutshell, polarization means that when more and more people become reinforced in their beliefs by the (algorithmically selected) news media they use, they become more extreme in their beliefs over time (Stroud, 2008). If this happens on a large scale a society will become increasingly divided as all individuals are moving towards opposing ideological poles. In the US context, this has become a serious problem. 50 years few people expressed any anger when asked how they would feel if their child married someone from the other party. Today, one-third of Democrats and nearly half of Republicans would be deeply upset (McConnel et al. 2017). It should be noted that polarization is a larger societal trend, that is reinforced and catalyzed, but not caused by media use.

b) Fragmentation of the public sphere

The second concern is connected to the affordance of recommendation systems to individualize news menus by prioritizing topics and issues relevant to specific users. While this has many positive effects like higher engagement with news and ability to learn from the news, it threatens the notion of a collective public sphere that serves as the stage all citizens of society share to find out what is important to society as a whole. This stage is not only the place we find out what the most pressing issues are, it also gives us the opportunity to engage with each other in a conversation with each other. Algorithmic news personalization could lead to a situation in which the shared public sphere becomes increasingly disintegrated and breaks up into smaller issue publics. Citizens in those smaller issue public become less aware of other issues. This leads to a situation in which the experience and perception of the public become individualized. We might think that everyone agrees that our most pressing issue, because our news environment seems to prioritize it, unaware that for most of the population the same issue is only of small relevance. To
sum it up, algorithmic news recommendation might affect our ability to get a sense of what the majority of the population is thinking about. First research in the field indicates that selective exposure can be connected to misperceptions of facts about current events (Kull et al. 2004).

c) New divides: filter bubbles for specific groups
Finally, there is a concern connected to the fact that algorithmic news recommendation is not adopted at the same rate in the same way. We see, for example, that the users of news on social media are significantly younger. We also see that those with lower political sophistication and media literacy skills make use of news of news recommended through social media, without the ability or motivation to reflect on the quality of the sources or potential biases that could arise from the algorithmic selection. The same group has also been shown to find ways to tune out of complex political discussions entirely (Mindich, 2005) and can make use of the tools of algorithmic news personalization to realize avoiding political news quite efficiently. This can lead to a widening knowledge gap, on the one side are people who are part of the political debate and whose news recommenders select news items that help them to stay up to date and learn even more, on the other side are those whose recommenders rarely ever present them with political news at all.

Connected to this argument is the fear that algorithmic recommendation systems can be used by counter-publics or societal groups that situate themselves outside of the “mainstream” public discourse to create a bubble in which alternative news and information can be easily exchanged and disseminated while excluding mainstream media sources. For example, closed groups on social media that share a certain conspiracy theory or have strong opinions about immigration.

d) Algorithmic recommendations can be a means to establish and consolidate economic market power, and create new dependencies
Personalization, search and recommendation play a rather pivotal role in exposure to information, and diverse exposure, but also: to gain a competitive edge in the digital attention economy. Good personalization requires sufficient amount of both contents as well as input data, as well as sophisticated recommender technologies. It remains to be seen to what extent the traditional media will be able to compete with the new information intermediaries for the attention of users, also seeing the amount of data that some of the latter hold and the size of sophisticated R&D departments to analyze and use that data in the competition for eyeballs. Dommering warns that the traditional media are at risk of losing more and more of their identity in their attempt to assimilate and create a functional symbiosis between themselves and the traditional media (Dommering 2016). And Van Dijk & Poell point to the risk of new dependencies as the result of a shift in the news process from “an editorial logic to an algorithmic logic”, a shift whose main driver are platforms (Van Dijk, Poell et al. 2016).
Research into the effects of algorithmic recommendation on society is still in a very early stage (Kitchin, 2017). It is notoriously difficult to study this particular phenomenon due to the complexity of algorithms, but also due to the complexity of the issue and the need to disentangle the different effects (see above). To our knowledge, there are no studies of the actual algorithms used to select news, as they are trade secrets. But even if the algorithms themselves could be studied, it would be impossible to investigate their impact on diversity without also knowing the input data and how the algorithms are embedded in the larger system. Therefore the current body of work focuses on either analyzing the diversity of the recommendation output (for example search results, a social media feed) or users attitudes and behavior by measuring, for example, the attitude extremity before and after being exposed to personalized, biased news. The majority of this research stems from the US, although in the past year there have been a couple of studies that investigated filter bubbles in the European context. Some of the research is so recent that it has not been published in academic journals yet, but is according to our assessment of high quality, which is the reason why we did include it in our overview.

In the following, we present an overview of the academic body of work on the effects of algorithmic news recommendation systems or filter bubbles. We selected studies that have been published in renowned academic journals in policies science or communication since 2015 we could identify, as well as a couple of older key studies that have been central to the academic discussion so far. In this overview we provide information about every study on a number of categories: the research question, the definition of diversity employed, which explanation or cause of potential filter bubbles are used and which effects are specified, in which country the study was carried out as well as key information about the method, the results and whether or not the study includes policy advice.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Definition of diversity</th>
<th>Causes of filter bubble, concerns</th>
<th>Country, Method</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Policy suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bakshy et al. (2015)</td>
<td>How do online (social) networks influence exposure to perspectives that cut across ideological lines?</td>
<td>Ideologically cross-cutting content</td>
<td>the function of curating content has shifted from newsroom editorial boards to individuals, their social networks, and manual or algorithmic information sorting. This can lead to a lack of counter-attitudinal information which can lead to more extreme opinions or a misperception of facts.</td>
<td>USA, Cooperation with Facebook, Using deidentified data, they examined how 10.1 million U.S. Facebook users interact with socially shared news. Ideological leaning was determined by machine learning based on the content selected by users who ideologically identify as either liberal or conservative</td>
<td>How much cross-cutting content individuals encounter depends on who their friends are and what information those friends share. The chance to see cross-cutting content relative to ideologically consistent content is 5% for conservatives and 8% for liberals. The chance click on a cross-cutting content relative to consistent content is 17% for conservatives and 6% for liberals. Exposure to cross-cutting content happens through traditional media shared in social</td>
<td>The cause for selective exposure resides primarily on the individual level, although algorithms also influence exposure to attitude-challenging content in the context of Facebook. No policy implications or normative stance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moeller, Trilling, Helberger, & van Es (2016)

What are the effects of different algorithmic recommendation settings on diversity

Diversity is conceptualized as a function of the media system and operationalized as diversity in topics, diversity in tone, and share of content about politics.

Algorithmic news selection based on user data can lead to a situation in which counter-attitudinal and different content is no longer displayed and therefore accessible to the users. However, in the American context diversity in content is reduced to political ideology in a binary system (republican–democracy). Considering the public value of news media other forms of diversity should be considered as well, for example, whether users are sufficiently informed about a variety of topics, in different journalistic formats etc.

Netherlands, data-scientific experiment (N=1000 articles, 500 users). Recommendation outputs of different recommendation logics (3 articles recommended after reading one of the 1000 articles) are compared with regard to multiple dimensions of diversity with each other and with the pick of human news editors.

All algorithmic settings were on par with the diversity that human journalists produced. The inclusion of personal data in the personalization process even increased diversity on topic diversity, implying that standard algorithms can, in fact, increase diversity, depending on the input data.

Stimulate alternative KPIs (Key performance indicators) in recommendation systems to include measures of diversity.

Flaxman et al., 2016

Does algorithmic curation lead to more or less exposure to diverse perspectives?

Exposure to news stories from the opposing side of the political

Cause of potential filter bubbles: combination of tendency to self-select conform content catalyzed by algorithmic

The USA, Analysis of web browsing histories for 50,000 US-located users who regularly read

Usage of social networks and search engines are associated with an increase in the

None
<p>| Adomavicius, Kwon, 2012 | How can algorithms include diverse recommendation | Exposure to unpopular items (in the long-tail) | Filter bubble is not mentioned, diversity is seen as an added benefit | USA, analysis movie rating data sets, including | It is at least technically possible to program | None |
| Zweig, 2017 | To what extent is the output of search engines personalized in the context of elections | Overlap in search engine results | Algorithmic personalization could lead to a different portrayal of candidates for individual users who want to inform themselves about the candidate using search engines | Germany, data collected through users volunteering access to their browser to perform automatic searches (N= 5,991,500 searches of 4,379 participants) | 80% overlap in search results between users in candidate searches, slightly less overlap when parties are considered. | NA |
| Puschmann, 2017 | To what extent is the output of search engines personalized in the context of elections | Overlap in search engine results | Algorithmic personalization might affect certain users to a much larger extent compared to others | Germany, data collected through users volunteering access to their browser to perform automatic searches (N= 5,991,500 | While the majority of users shares most of the search engine results, there are small clusters of users who receive entirely different | NA |
| Humprecht &amp; Esser (2017) | Evaluation of the diversity of political news produced by online media and whether differences in diversity can be attributed to the organizational and national environments in which these media are produced. | Four dimensions of diversity: actors (diversity of speakers), geographical regions, viewpoints | Market structure leads to a weaker financial bases for online news services, which can have an impact on the diversity in online news | 6 countries (F, Ger, It, CH, UK, USA), content analysis of 48 online news outlets, (N=1660 stories) in a constructed week in June and July 2012 | Findings show that online news attains the highest levels of diversity (measured with three different indices) in national environments with strong public service media, and that even in the internet age, public broadcasters add considerably to the diversity of political news. The much discussed category of made-for-Web outlets (including the Huffington Post and Rue89) revealed considerable variety in ownership and escape simple explanations with regard to diversity. | Both online and offline outlets offer approximately the same ranges of diversity in their news coverage |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Study Details</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
<th>Further Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studies into effects on users attitudes and behavior</td>
<td>Beam 2014</td>
<td>Effects of news personalization on exposure to counter-attitudinal sources</td>
<td>Exposure to counter-attitudinal sources</td>
<td>The diffusion of news through algorithmically curated sources might lead to a situation in which users are not exposed to information necessary to make informed civic decisions. The ability to selectively filter information based on user preferences allows newsreaders to more easily ignore stories that they deem irrelevant or counter-attitudinal, thereby eroding editorial control of news information by traditional gatekeepers in the news industry. US, experiment (N=490), convenience sample. Stimulus: Manipulated homepage with 6 news stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beam et al. 2017</td>
<td>Does diversity in social network increase news reading and sharing?</td>
<td>“Context collapse” (how different the social network online is perceived from one’s own views)</td>
<td>News exposure on algorithmically curated social networks might lead to more or less diverse news view depending on the network ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Reuters News Report</td>
<td>Exposure to diverse content, effects of content curation on brand recognition</td>
<td>Sources users would not normally see (self-report)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>UK, method mix: tracking plus survey (N=3000) p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quattrociocchi; Scala and Sunstein, 2016

| Do echo chambers actually exist on social media? | Exposure to and engagement with counter-attitudinal information (attitude defined as believing in either science or Algorithmic filtering in combination with confirmation bias affects decisions about whether to spread content, potentially creating informational cascades within identifiable identifiable | Italy/US, Analysis of membership and user engagement of polarized facebook groups (N-1105 pages) | Social network users create like-minded echo chambers around certain issues that limit exposure to attitude-challenging views | None |
conspiracy) communities. In these circumstances, online behavior can promote group polarization.

Haim, M., Graefe, A., & Brosius, H. B. (2017) Effects of algorithmic filtering on diversity on search engines. Source diversity (pluralism of quoted actors’ affiliations or status positions & diversity in news outlets) Definition filter bubble: algorithms filter out information that is assumed to be of little interest to individual users while presenting more content that users are more likely to consume. For example, users who have a history of consuming a lot of sports news will receive even more sports news, presumably at the cost of other topics (e.g., political news) Germany, content analysis of output of different google news account, with different settings (N=972 retrieved news articles) The study found only minor effects of personalization on content diversity. While explicit personalization slightly affected content diversity in that users saw more articles for their preferred topics, implicit personalization based on manipulations of user behavior did not affect content diversity. Furthermore, neither type of personalization had any effect on source diversity. None

Moeller, Trilling, Helberger, Irion, de Vreese (2016) Does news personalization affect the shared issue agenda? Number of issues on the public agenda The paper addresses the question whether algorithmic filtering might lead to a fragmentation of the Netherlands, cross-sectional representative survey (N= 1,556), DV: Position of the Offline media use, in particular, TV, increases the chance of naming issues at the top of the news Existing diversity safeguards need to be re-evaluated in the light of the opportunities from
The paper investigates the preference for specific over issues at the top of the general news agenda as a result of algorithmic filtering. This is caused by a more active role of the user in the gatekeeping process that is reinforced by algorithmic selection.

news issue that is perceived the most pressing of a respondent on the general list. IV: Use of personalized news (in particular on facebook)

agenda, use of personalized news use does not. This can be explained by different user groups. Personalized news media are mainly used by younger, more educated users.

personalized media for the user as self-organizing agenda setter. Further research is needed into exposure diversity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thurman, Moeller, Trilling, &amp; Helberger, 2017</th>
<th>What audiences think about news selection mechanisms (algorithmic, peer-based, or editorial) and why?</th>
<th>Exposure to challenging viewpoints</th>
<th>Gatekeepers play an important role in opinion formation. Lack of quality and diversity and presented to citizens have had consequences on political systems and trust in media as an institution.</th>
<th>26 countries survey (N=53,314), representative population sample. DV: Appreciation of selection by a) algorithms b) editors c) peers. IV: Trust in media and independence from influence, concerns about algorithmic curation, background variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The results show that, collectively, audiences believe algorithms guided by a user’s past consumption behavior can outperform editors. There are, however, significant variations in these beliefs at the individual level. People’s trust in the news media, concerns about privacy and information diversity, and news consumption behaviors all affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The study suggests that it is important that recommendation algorithms are designed in a way that means users do not miss out on important information and continue to receive challenging viewpoints. Users care about diversity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anspach, 2017</td>
<td>Has the introduction of social media into the information landscape changed the heuristics individuals use when selecting news?</td>
<td>Content in favor or against six different issues (e.g. health care, cabinet)</td>
<td>The tendency to seek sources of information that align with their preexisting attitudes and interests. The article highlights that social media provide the opportunity for incidental exposure to political news to entertainment seekers</td>
<td>USA, Survey experiment (N=105) in which subjects, in a series of exercises, select articles from mock Facebook News Feeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylko, 2017</td>
<td>Is there a causal relationship between the presence of customizability technology (i.e., a technology that allows individuals/websites to tailor the information environment according to user's preferences) and political selective exposure to articles about issues with a clear ideological stance (liberal or conservative)?</td>
<td>Exposure to articles about issues with a clear ideological stance (liberal or conservative)</td>
<td>News personalization can potentially undermine the deliberative democratic processes by reducing exposure to political opinions different from one's own. Selective exposure (preference for consonant news) is facilitated by personalization technology</td>
<td>USA, survey experiment. (N=93, university students) IV: Users were presented with personalization technology they had control over or no control over. DV: increased clicks on and time spent reading pro-attitudinal and contra-attitudinal political articles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
exposure. operation, customizability technology might be particularly effective at reducing cognitive dissonance associated with the avoidance of challenging information
1.2 Summary: Diversity in diversity research

Looking at the body of academic work investigating algorithmic news recommendation we can observe large differences. These differences are evident on multiple layers: a) the research design (digital trace data or tracking, large scale surveys or experiments), b) the sample size of the sample and how representative it is of the population (e.g., Digital news survey uses a large representative sample, whereas the experiments (e.g., Dylko et al) are carried out with university students, c) the conceptualization and operationalization of diversity (viewpoint diversity, topic diversity, or network diversity) and, most importantly, whether or not they find evidence for detrimental effects of algorithmic news recommendation. On a general level, we can conclude that while the larger scale studies provide little evidence of negative effects of algorithms on the diversity of the content (e.g. Bashky et al 2015.) or users attitudes and behavior (e.g. Reuters Digital news study), smaller more experimental studies do find significant effects. In other words, if the study aims to measure in vivo effects of algorithmic filtering on society at large, there is little evidence of filter bubbles. On the contrary, several studies demonstrated that algorithmic news recommendation can (e.g. Moeller et al., 2016), for example, increase source diversity, or cause incidental exposure to news among users who otherwise avoid certain political information (Reuters, 2017). Studies that do find evidence of filter bubbles either studied very specific groups like conspiracy theorists (Quattrociocchi; Scala and Sunstein, 2016) or in an experimental, in vitro setting (e.g. Dylko et al. 2017). It should be noted that there are vast differences in the methodological quality of these studies. On the one side of the spectrum is the study by Bashky et al, using original user data of a large sample of Facebook users, however, the academic independence from Facebook can be questioned. On the other side is the study by Dylko et al. (2017) or Anspach (2017) who support their claims using data collected from about 100 university students, which casts serious doubts on the generalizability of the results.

It should also be noted that those studies indicating the algorithmic filtering produces filter bubbles are almost exclusively carried out in the US context, whereas studies by European researchers often conclude that in the European context the ideological segregation in a politically left and politically right bubble, is not evident on a large scale. However, there is evidence that algorithmic filtering contributes to a fundamental transformation of news audiences. We see that filtering technology is not adopted by all users at the same rate in the same way. Less politically sophisticated users use news filtering technologies with much less concern that it might influence the diversity of their news menu. Additionally, there are first indications that smaller groups, often skeptical of mainstream media, make avid use of algorithmically filtered social media to construct alternative news realities and create echo chambers clear of challenging viewpoints. Finally, we see that algorithmic news filtering is related to shift in the shared issue agenda. We see that topics at the margins gain more traction and attention if algorithmic filtering is used, for better or worse.

4. Filter bubbles in the Netherlands?

So far there are only a few studies that have investigated the influence of algorithmic filter systems on diversity and plurality in news in the Netherlands (e.g. Moeller et al., 2015). It should be noted, however, that there is sufficient empirical evidence that algorithmically filtered, biased news make up only a minor share of Dutch news users at present (see also Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2016). If we take the current situation of the Dutch media system and users attitudes and
behavior into account, we can conclude that filter bubbles do not affect the majority of the population to a large extent. In the following we will support this claim using data from the Reuters Digital News survey and our own research, to demonstrate that the conditions of filter bubbles (polarized news media, users receive news primarily through algorithmically filtered news sources, and news users prefer like-minded content) cannot be empirically substantiated in the Netherlands.

This is a first tentative analysis of the current situation in the Netherlands. We can extend this analysis based on our 4 wave panel survey by for example analyzing trends over time using our panel data collected over two years or detailing differential effects on specific groups in the population.

1.3 Little evidence of polarization
Filter bubbles are mostly conceptualized as an algorithmic reduction on ideological diversity in a binary system of politically left and politically right in the US American context (see the literature review above). In the Dutch context, however, there are few sources that can be considered to be polarized and therefore used by algorithmic systems to inform in a biased, or polarized way. The figure below presents data from the Reuters Digital News report 2017. It displays the ideological leaning of the audience of the largest Dutch news brands. The figure clearly shows that most participants of the study place themselves in the center of the political spectrum and the ideological leaning of most source audiences overlap, with the notable exception of the Volkskrant and Geenstijl. It can be concluded that at present the overwhelming majority of the Dutch news audience is not divided along the ideological line of left and right.

Figure 1: Audience map for top online brands in the Netherlands

Source: Reuters Digital news report

1.4 Dutch news users still use legacy media
Filter bubbles are also not problematic yet because most Dutch media users prefer legacy or traditional media to get their news. According to the mediation analysis (Wennekers & de Haan 2017), 53% of the Dutch media users access news through classic channels and only 17% using online sources to get the news. More than half of these users also use offline news sources. Moreover, not all of the news Dutch citizens get online is filtered. Many news sites use no recommendation services at all or only to a limited degree (though this is likely to change in the near future, as our interviews with most of the major news publishers in the Netherlands showed). If we look at the users of news apps and news sites specifically we find that these services are most popular among young adults with a higher education level (see figure 2)
1.5 User Attitudes: Trust in media and appreciation of diversity

Finally, Dutch news users report themselves that they actually prefer diverse news over biased information (Bodo et al. 2017). It is important to note that there is a difference between what users report themselves, and what they actually do, but it is quite clear that users are at least motivated to expose themselves to diverse news. In fact, our research indicates that whether or not they will receive diverse information is one of the most important factors of users in the acceptance of news recommendation technology (see figure 3).

Figure 3: Effect strength (regression coefficients) of factors explaining the acceptance of news personalization based on a representative sample of the Dutch population (N = 1556).
According to data from the Reuters digital news report, 2017 Dutch news users are also among those who trust their news sources the most (see figure 4). This indicates that at present Dutch news users are quite satisfied with their news environment and therefore less likely to seek out alternative news sources through social media.
5. **Conclusion**

All in all, we can conclude that there is yet no consolidation in the academic debate with regard to what diversity in recommendations actually entails, or how exposure diversity should be conceptualized and measured in the context of recommendations. In the US context, it is often conceptualized as exposure to counter-attitudinal information or operationalized in source diversity (republican vs. democratic sources), while in the European context other aspects of diversity, for example, diversity in topics have been investigated. That means, that studies conducted in the US situation hardly transferable to the situation in Europe. In the Netherlands specifically, sources cannot easily be attributed to liberal or conservative and strong public service broadcasters still have a dominant impact on the information landscape.

Many empirical questions are still unanswered. For example, there are very few studies looking into the effects of search engines on personalization, and to our knowledge none that focuses on exposure diversity of the end user. We also need to learn more about how personalized news use complements news use from other, not personalized media sources. Based on survey data collected as part of the Reuters digital news study, we know that many users experience the news they encounter through social media as news they would not have seen otherwise, but this needs to be assessed more systematically on the content level to find out exactly how important algorithmic news recommendation has become to individual news menus, and whether or not it leads to changes in the kind of information users receive. Also, studying exposure on the level of one particular outlet or platform is only useful to a limited degree to assess the overall diversity consumed across the different news outlets. Arguably, for the question of whether or not personalized news recommenders pose a risk for diversity or the public sphere, it is important to understand the overall diversity of consumption. What is even more important, these studies have not looked into actual recommendation logics, goals and business models. In order to assess the potential of news recommenders to change plurality and diversity of news in the future, we need to assess differences in recommendation systems, for example, whether the purpose is to recommend personal relevant news or news items that generate the most income for the offering service.

In 2017 many studies on the effects of algorithmic news filtering have been published, and it is to be expected that there will be even more in 2018. Due to the large societal relevance of these processes, the topic has been discovered by several other disciplines, in particular, computer science, information science, political science, and economy. In the Netherlands, in particular, more studies on the topic are likely, considering multiple NWO and SIDN financed projects are about to start in 2018, and the personalized communication project is completing the data collection of tracking data of over 500 Dutch internet users.

Whether or not these studies will come to the same conclusions depends mostly on how algorithmic news filtering will be applied moving forward. In the short term, it can be expected that the filtering technology will become better, and therefore less obstructive and creepy. At present, many users become aware of algorithmic filtering, if it performs suboptimally. Especially when it comes to personalized advertising, many people find it creepy and useless to be followed by ads for items they have just bought, but a similar argument can be made for news. This experience of what are in essence bad recommendations is an important source of literacy and awareness. However, as the selection becomes more refined, we become less aware that news stories we encounter are selected especially for us, which could affect our need to seek out other news. Additionally, it will be important if and how mainstream news media will adopt news
personalization on their own websites and apps. Currently, most large Dutch news websites are mostly identical for all users with the exception of smaller recommendation boxes or specific “your news” pages, but many are are experimenting with personalization as part of their service on a larger scale.

In many ways, researching the effects of algorithmic filtering is like shooting on a moving target. What we know now, is based on empirical evidence collected in the current context, as the context changes, so will the findings. This is even more prevalent in the long term. News use is guided by user norms, for example about how news should like, what constitutes a healthy news diet, and how and when news should be used. The news use of pre-millennial generations is guided by norms obtained in a time when daily newspapers where far more common in households and the overwhelming majority would watch linear TV broadcasts several times a week. This has an impact on how we think news should look like and how diverse it should be. However, as younger generations grow up without these experiences it is unknown whether they will have the same norms in relation to news use. That means if we, for example, now find that most users would not forego general news items and only use news on social media as an addition, the next generation might be less inclined to participate in a shared public sphere.

6. DISCUSSION: FILTER BUBBLES AND BEYOND

Scientific evidence for the existence of filter bubbles is scant and riddled with methodological challenges. This is particularly true for Europe, as so far, most existing studies have concentrated on the US. Does that mean that in Europe, and in the Netherlands, there is no reason to be concerned? Are ‘filter bubbles’ not much more than a catchy phrase for a captive audience? This would be too fast a conclusion. In Europe, the media have but started to experiment with recommendation technologies and offering new, data-driven forms of media content. It is therefore critical to keep monitoring the evolution of digital news markets, and the way users are exposed to diverse news. Here lies clearly an important task for regulators, even if doing so may require new means and methods of conceptualizing and measuring (exposure) diversity and impact for the overall vitality of media markets.

Behind the filter bubble discourse hide more fundamental concerns about the (lasting) structural impact of algorithms and new, data-driven forms of communication for the vitality and diversity of the media landscape. It cannot be denied that as a result of the proliferation of the profiling and targeting practices, the way news is distributed as well as consumed change, and profoundly so. A growing number of users (also) consume news content via large, highly personalized information intermediaries or platforms – platforms that do not share the editorial ethos and commitment to diversity that traditional, quality news outlets adhere to. Particularly those parts of the population for whom these platforms are the main gateways to information do risk, if not ending up in filter bubbles, then at least having only limited access and to a strongly filtered, and potentially biased towards popular (mainly US and UK based) information sources. In addition, the multiplication of informational content and sources online do create the need for new ways of curating and filtering news content.

Insofar, a real risk of the reigning filter bubble rhetoric is the development of ill-conceived prejudices against digital technologies that help to sort and order online information. In the worst case, concerns about filter bubbles will discourage media companies in Europe from exploring new ways of distributing content and using algorithms and personalized recommendations as a way to better inform users, to offer better (and monetizable) services, and to compete with highly
personalized non-news platforms for the attention of consumers. The challenge is deploying algorithmic filtering of information in a way that promotes diversity instead of reducing it, better informs citizens instead of simply selling more advertising, and ultimately re-establishing trust in the media as trusted recommenders of what is worth knowing. More sophisticated recommendation algorithms that also take into account medium-term objectives such as diversity, or at least giving users a choice between different recommendation logic may have a positive effect on the diversity of content users are exposed to. Again, facilitating and stimulating these developments could be a task for law and policymakers.

Ultimately, at least in Europe, the real concern about filter bubbles is a concern about the vitality of the European media landscape, also and in particular in the light of the increasing influence of globally operating information intermediaries. After all, the reason why users in Europe are less likely than their counterparts in the US to end up in filter bubbles is the fact that the European and Dutch media landscape are far more diverse, with the presence of a strong, though aging public broadcasting. Also, users in the Netherlands seem to value diversity, and generally access news versus multiple sources. But the public service media is aging, and the survival of many (advertisement-financed) quality media is at risk.

In other words, whereas in the US, the ultimate concern is one about polarization and the lack of internal diversity, in Europe it is probably even more so external diversity to be concerned about, and here in particular whether or not traditional media survive the transition to the digital society and global information markets where users attention is scarce, and the media compete with large, data-driven co-operations that seem far more effective in arresting the attention of users. A real concern, therefore, is the issue of market and opinion power. To what extent will the new information intermediaries, such as search engines, social media but also virtual assistants and successful news apps use their wealth of data and control over cutting-edge technology to monopolize eyeballs? When do data and control over proprietary algorithms turn into market power, and what are the effects for both, the competition of ideas, and of companies operating in the digital market? At which point do these information intermediaries stop being hosts of user-created content, and turn into media companies themselves? And at which point is it no longer justified to maintain the differences in (self)regulation between the traditional media and platforms, in terms of advertising regulation, taxation, program standards, diversity and editorial independence? These are important questions for regulators. These are also questions that to address them satisfactorily will most likely require a cooperation between the different regulators for the media, competition and data protection.

At the same time, it is impossible to ignore the growing importance of social media platforms for the way users encounter and engage information (Reuters, 2017), and the impact that at least the larger platforms exercise on the overall structure of news markets and information flows (Moore, 2016; Kleis Nielsen & Ganter, 2017). These are strong reasons to argue that diversity should matter, in one way or other, also in the context of social media platforms. And one of the challenges for regulators is to define how, what does diversity on platforms means, and how to include platforms in their overall measurement of diversity.

Finally, upon a closer look, ‘filter bubbles’ are as much about the effects of inclusion (how diverse is the media offer of those within the filter bubble) as about the effects of exclusion (how about those that do not receive certain messages, because of their profile, because the algorithm has not deemed them suitable recipients of particular messages. Will the algorithmization and the strategic use of personalized communications ultimately result in a situation in which the smarter,
more media literate and politically engaged users become smarter, and the disengaged and disinterested more disengaged? Will digital skills, but also concerns about privacy and diversity stand in the way of technology benefiting users and helping them to get better informed? Next to concerns about the quality of the overall information offer & consumption, maybe a far more pressing concern than filter bubbles is the creation of new digital inequalities as a result of the different ways in which users use, and are used by the internet.
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